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Common complaints include neck pain, upper back pain, cervical and

thoracic intersegmental joint dysfunction, sprain/strain, discogenic pain,

degeneration, vertigo, headaches, shoulder pain, Rotator Cuff syndrome,

Thoracic Outlet syndrome, TMJ pain, jaw pain, interscapular pain.

Sit or stand looking forward with good posture. Tuck your chin to create a

double chin. Hold this position for 3-5 seconds. Return to the starting position.

Focus your gaze on a spot on the wall to avoid neck flexion or extension. To

progress, place a finger on your chin, and apply backwards pressure at end

range. Imagine that your head is on drawer slides. Keep your mouth closed.

Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions, twice per day. Alternately, this exercise may be

performed standing with your back against a wall. Your buttocks and shoulder

blades should be in contact with the wall. Tuck your chin to make a “double

chin” until the base of your skull contacts the wall, relax and repeat.

Upper Crossed Syndrome

CERVICAL RETRACTION (Chin Tucks)
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While sitting, grasp the seat of your chair with your left hand. Rotate your head

toward the right and look downward toward the floor. Place your right hand

over the top of your head and gently pull down and diagonally in the direction

you are looking. Against the resistance of your hand, contract your neck in an

attempt to push your head backward/diagonally from the direction you are

looking for seven seconds. Relax and gently pull your head further toward the

floor to increase the stretch. Lock into this new position, and make sure that

you continue to keep your head rotated in the direction that you are pulling.

Perform 3 contract/relax cycles on each side, twice per day.

DEEP NECK FLEXION
Lie on your back, with your head supported. Perform a "chin tuck" by

retracting your head to create a double chin. Lift your head, bringing your

chin toward your chest without lifting shoulders - as though you are looking at

your toes. Hold this position for 3 -4 seconds. Lower your head and relax.

Keep your teeth apart during exercise to decrease straining at the jaw.

Perform 1 set of 10 repetitions, twice per day.

LEVATOR STRETCH
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Begin standing, facing a corner with your palms on the walls above head level.

Step toward the corner and lean in to stretch your chest muscles. Against the

resistance of the wall, attempt to push your hands into the wall and toward

each other for 7 seconds. Relax and lean in to increase the stretch. Lock into

this new position and repeat 3 contract/ relax cycles, twice per day.

TRAPEZIUS STRETCH
While sitting or standing, reach down with your right arm, grasping your thigh

or the bottom of a chair for stability. While looking straight ahead, place your

left hand on top of your head, and gently pull your head sideways toward the

left. Against the resistance of your arms, attempt to bring your right ear and

right shoulder together for 7 seconds. Relax and stretch further toward the

left. Lock in to each new position, and do not allow any slack. Repeat 3

contract/relax cycles on each side, twice per day.

PECTORAL STRETCH
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YTWL SCAPULAR DEPRESSION

LOW ROW
Attach the center of an elastic

exercise band to a doorknob or

other sturdy object in front of

you. Grasp one end of the

band in each hand and with

straight arms at your side and

then stretch the band

backwards. Keep your palms

facing backward and arms

pointed straight down

throughout the exercise. Return

to neutral and repeat 3 sets of

10 repetitions, twice per day.

Stand with your straight arms raised above your head in a "Y" position.

Squeeze your shoulder blades together and downward throughout the

following sequence of movements. Lower your straightened arms to shoulder

level, into a "T" position. Next bend your elbows so that your fingers are

pointing straight up while slightly lowering your elbows to make a "W". Finally,

while keeping your elbows bent 90 degrees, lower your arms to your sides so

that your elbows are touching your ribs to form an "L" on each side and

squeeze. Hold each position for 1-2 seconds and repeat 3 sets of 10

repetitions, twice per day.
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Begin sitting or standing with an elastic exercise band wrapped and secured

around your palms. Begin with your arms at your side, elbows bent, forearms

pointing forward. Move your hands apart from each other to maximally

stretch the band while simultaneously rotating your palms out, straightening

your arms, and pinching your shoulder blades together as your hands move

behind your hips. Return to the start position and repeat 3 sets of 10

repetitions, twice per day.

BRUGGER WITH BAND
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To train proper breathing techniques begin in a supine hook-lying position,

placing one hand on your abdomen and the other over  your sternum. Breathe

in slowly and deeply through your nose. If you are breathing properly from your

diaphragm, only the hand over your abdomen should rise, while the hand over

your chest should remain still. Focus on the emphasis on abdominal expansion.

Lightly compress your abdomen while breathing in, relax that pressure as you

breathe out. Practice 2- 3 breaths hourly and 10-20 breaths in the morning

after rising and in the evening before bed. Always practice proper breathing

mechanics by practicing in a progressive fashion - first in a supine position

(lying on the back), then seated, then standing, and finally, while performing

dynamic movements (i.e. overhead squat.)

PROPER BREATHING TECHNIQUE
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DEAD BUG

Begin lying on your back with your right arm reaching overhead and your left

leg flat on the table. Your right knee should be bent 90 degrees and your hip

45 degrees. Place your left wrist beneath your back to prevent your back from

flattening against the ground. Slowly begin by raising your left knee and right

arm at the same time until your hand touches your knee. Be sure not to lift your

head or allow your spine to flatten against the floor. Return to the start position

and repeat for 3 sets of 10 repetitions on each side, twice per day.

Common complaints include back pain, hip pain, lumbar and sacroiliac joint

dysfunction, lumbar facet syndrome, lumbar sprain/strain, discogenic pain,

degeneration, ITB syndrome, greater trochanteric pain syndrome, knee pain,

knee sprain/strain, patellofemoral pain syndrome, shin splints, flat feet

syndrome, hyperpronation, plantar fasciitis.

Lower Crossed Syndrome
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BIRD DOG
Begin on your hands and knees in a quadruped position. Extend your right leg

and left arm into a fully straightened bird dog position. Hold this contraction

for 2 seconds and return to the quadruped position. Do not arch your back or

twist your hips at any point. Repeat with your opposite limbs, slowly alternating

for 3 complete sets of 10 repetitions, twice per day.

SINGLE LEG SQUAT

While standing on one leg,

slowly bend your knee to lower

your hips toward the floor as

though you are going to sit in a

chair. Keep your knee

positioned directly above your

ankle and do not allow it to

shift forward. Try not to allow

your back leg to touch the

ground. Consciously contract

your gluteal muscle on the

planted leg side to return to

the start position and repeat 3

sets of 10 repetitions once per

day.
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SIDE PLANK WITH HIP ABDUCTION

Begin lying on your side. Rest your weight on your forearm and feet. Lift your

hips forward and toward the ceiling until your body is in a straight full plank

position. Slowly spread your legs by lifting your straightened upper leg toward

the ceiling. Slowly lower your legs back together and repeat for 3 sets of 10

repetitions per day on each side. If the full plank position is too difficult to

maintain, begin from a modified position with your lower knee on the ground.
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ILIOPSOAS STRETCH
Begin in a half-kneeling position with the side to be stretched on the floor and

your opposite knee bent at 90 degrees, foot planted on the floor. Shift your

pelvis forward slowly, keeping your hips and back straight. Against the

resistance of the floor, contract your involved thigh in an attempt to flex it

forward toward your chest for 7 seconds. Relax and shift your pelvis further

forward to increase the stretch. Keep your trailing leg rotated outward. Lock in

to each new position and perform 3 contract/relax cycles, twice per day.
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ITB STRETCH
Stand approximately two feet from a wall with your affected hip facing the wall.

Move your opposite leg forward so that your legs are in a scissors position. The

outsides of your feet should be facing each other. Most of your weight should be

on your straightened rear leg with your front knee slightly bent and relaxed. With

your trunk upright, rotate your pelvis away from the wall and drop your buttock

towards the wall until you feel a stretch. Be sure to keep your pelvis forward, not

allowing it to drop backward. Keep your breastbone over your uninvolved hip

throughout this stretch. Against the resistance of the floor, attempt to contract

your rear leg away from your body (toward the wall) for seven seconds. Relax

and drop into this stretch to increase the pull. Lock in to this new position and

repeat 3 contract/relax cycles on each side, twice per day.
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GASTROC STRETCH
Stand facing a wall with your hands on

the wall at head level. Your affected

leg to be stretched should be back and

straight with your heel on the floor.

Your unaffected leg may be bent in

front of you for support. While keeping

your back straight, lean forward until

you feel a stretch in your calf. Against

the resistance of the floor, attempt to

push the toes of your trailing foot into

the floor for 7 seconds. Do not lift your

heel off of the floor. Relax and lean

further forward to increase the stretch.

Lock in to this new position and repeat

3 contract/relax cycles on each side,

twice per day.

CLAM #1 and CLAM #2 with Band
Lie on your side with your affected hip pointing up. With your feet together,

knees bent at 90 degrees and hips at 45 degrees, lift your knee upward

without rolling your hips backward. Lower your legs so that your knees are

touching and repeat on each side for 3 sets of 10 repetitions once per day. You

can place an elastic band around the outside of both knees (Clam #2) and

repeat the same steps as above.
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SOLEUS STRETCH
Stand facing the wall with the ball of your affected foot on the wall and place

your other leg behind you for stability. Both heels should remain on the ground.

As an alternative to placing your foot on the wall, you may step on a 2-4 inch

block or book on the floor in front of the wall. Place your hands on the wall for

additional stability. Bend your forward knee while lowering your body toward

the wall until you feel a strong stretch in your calf. Against the resistance of

the wall/ block, attempt to flex the front of your foot toward the floor. Hold

this contraction for 7 seconds. Relax and stretch further. Lock in to this new

position and repeat 3 contract/relax cycles on each side, twice per day.
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POSTERIOR TIBIALIS STRENGTHENING
Sit with your involved leg

crossed over your uninvolved

leg. Loop a piece of resistance

tubing over your forefoot and

secure it beneath your foot on

the floor. Stabilize your lower

leg with one hand. Against the

resistance of the elastic, roll

your involved foot upward, as

though you are attempting to

look at the bottom of your foot.

Slowly return to the start

position and repeat 3 sets of 10

repetitions per day.

CAT STRETCH
Kneel down on the floor and assume the “all-four’s” position. Keep your head

straight so that the gaze of your eyes is toward the floor. Slowly allow your

trunk to sag as far as you can so that your back is arched. Rather than pulling

your spine down, relax it as you lift face up towards the ceiling. Then round

your back up at the waist as far as you can by contracting your lower

abdominal muscles as you lower the top of your head toward the floor. All

motion should be initiated from your low back. Hold for 10 seconds in each

position and do 3 sets of 10 repetitions per day.
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PELVIC TILT AND SHIMMY

First bounce on the ball to get a feel of it so you can maintain a good balance

sitting on the ball. Start in a neutral sitting posture. You will be flattening your

lower back by contracting your abdominal muscles and sliding your hips

forward. The ball will move forward slightly as you enter this pelvic tilt position.

Your chest, shoulders, and head should not be moving or changing their

position in space. Then you slide your hips back to the starting position. Next

you can rock your hips from side to side. For an advanced variation, move your

hips in a circular motion to the right, back, left, and front as in making a circle

with your hips. Also you can trace a figure 8 with your hips forward to

backward and side to side. Do 10 repetitions on each motion, twice per day.

SIDE BRIDGE
Begin lying on your side. Rest your weight on your forearm and feet. Lift your

hips forward and toward the ceiling until your body is in a straight plank

position. Initially, you may need to use your knees for support. Slowly lower your

hips back to the floor and repeat for 3 sets of 10 repetitions per day on each

side, twice per day.
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Acupressure
Points
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Apply gentle pressure on the following acupressure points for

at least 30 seconds to one minute, three times a day. Do both

sides of your body since these points are bilateral. Then apply

mild heat to the area with a heating pad. Drink a cup of warm

water after each session to help cleanse your system, eliminate

toxins, tonify blood, and strengthen your immune system.
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ACUPRESSURE POINTS TO BOOST IMMUNE SYSTEM

LI 4: located on the back side of the hand, the web between the 1st and 2nd

fingers.

LU 7: located on the inside of the wrist (side of your thumb) about one finger

width above the crease of the wrist.
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ACUPRESSURE POINTS TO BOOST IMMUNE SYSTEM

LI 11: with the elbow flexed, it is located at the end of the crease on the

outside of your arm.
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KI 27: on the chest, on the lower border of the clavicle, about two finger width

away from the midline.

CV 12: located on the front side of the body in the upper abdomen, midline

halfway between the umbilicus and the lower tip of your sternum, about four

finger width above the umbilicus.

ACUPRESSURE POINTS TO BOOST IMMUNE SYSTEM
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SP 6: located in the inside of your leg about four finger width above the ankle

in the depression under the bone.

ACUPRESSURE POINTS TO BOOST IMMUNE SYSTEM

ST 36: located about four finger width below the bottom of your knee cap,

along the outer boundary of your shin bone, about one finger width to the side

of your shin
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Nutrition
Guidelines
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The best way to receive the daily vitamins and minerals required to

maintain optimal health and boost immune support is by consuming a

varied diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and other plant foods including

seeds, nuts, and whole grains. Remember, you are what you eat, so if

you are strategic about the kinds of foods that you put in your body,

you can maximize the benefits on a physical and cellular level. Keep

in mind that the stronger or more intense the color of the fruit or

vegetable, the higher concentration of that vitamin it contains. The

amount of vitamins you need depends on your age and gender. The

following is a list of essential vitamins I would recommend to boost

immune support.
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Vitamin A is mostly in foods rich in beta-carotene. Beta-carotene is a natural

antioxidant that is used by your body to make vitamin A. A variety of fruits and

vegetables have good sources of vitamin A. Foods rich with vitamin A are:

cantaloupe, pink grapefruit, broccoli, spinach, sweet potatoes, carrots, mango,

beef liver, pumpkin pie, ricotta cheese skim, herring, fat free or skim milk, sweet

red pepper, breakfast cereal, hard boiled egg, black-eyed peas, apricots,

salmon, tomato juice, plain yogurt, tuna, baked beans, summer squash, chicken,

and pistachio nuts.

VITAMIN A
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Vitamin C is an antioxidant that helps repair and regenerate collagen. Vitamin

C is essential for skin and for immune support to fight the effects of daily

stress. One common misconception is, you think you are getting a good dose of

vitamin C from drinking orange juice, but these types of store-bought products

are pasteurized which compromises the bioavailability of the vitamin to your

body. Foods rich with vitamin C are: broccoli, citrus fruits, tomatoes, cabbage,

red bell pepper, brussel sprouts, papaya, strawberries, leafy green vegetables,

orange, grapefruit, kiwi, green pepper, cantaloupe, cauliflower, potatoes,

spinach and green peas.

VITAMIN C
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Vitamin E is an antioxidant that helps protect against free radical damage and

increases the strength of your body’s immune system to fight off minor infections

and common colds. Foods rich with vitamin E are: almonds, almond milk,

sunflower seeds, sunflower oil, almond butter, olives, spinach, asparagus, leafy

green vegetables, olive oil, wheat germ oil, safflower oil, hazelnuts, peanut

butter, peanuts, corn oil, broccoli, soybean oil, kiwi, mango and tomatoes.

VITAMIN E
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Vitamin D is essential for the absorption of calcium, this absorption helps to

maintain the formation of healthy, strong bones and it also helps hormone

regulation. The easiest way to get the required amount of daily vitamin D is

by spending at least 20 minutes outside each day. Your body can organically

synthesize vitamin D when its largest organ ( the skin) is exposed to the sun.

Foods rich with vitamin D are: cod liver oil, trout, salmon, mushrooms, vitamin

D fortified milk, sardines, egg, beef liver, tuna fish, cheddar cheese, chicken

breast, 90% lean beef, broccoli, carrots, almonds, apple, banana, brown long

grain rice, whole wheat bread, lentils, sunflower seeds, edamame, soy,

almond, and oat milks.

VITAMIN D
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Zinc is an essential nutrient that helps boost your immune system  so it can

fight off bacteria and viruses. Zinc helps with protein synthesis so your body

can grow and develop properly during infancy and childhood. Foods rich with

zinc are: oysters, lean beef, crab, lobster, pork chop, baked beans, chicken,

pumpkin seeds, yogurt, cashews, chickpeas, swiss cheese, plain oatmeal, low-

fat milk, almonds, kidney beans, cheddar or mozzarella cheese, green peas

and flounder or sole.

ZINC
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Magnesium is another essential nutrient your body needs to help increase your

immune support and keep you healthy. Magnesium is important for many

processes in your body such as regulating blood pressure, blood sugar levels,

muscle and nerve functions, and many others.

 

Indications of a magnesium deficiency may include muscle twitches, Restless

Leg Syndrome, nervousness, abnormal heart beat, disorientation, irritability,

depression, bipolar disorder, sleep disorders, constipation and PMS. Foods rich

with magnesium are: almonds, spinach, avocado, bananas, beans, broccoli,

brown rice, cashews, egg yolk, fish oil, flaxseed, green leafy vegetables, milk

mushrooms, oatmeal, pumpkin seeds, sesame seeds, soybeans, sunflower

seeds, tofu, and whole grains.

MAGNESIUM
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Selenium is an essential nutrient your body needs in order to stay healthy.

Selenium is important for thyroid function, DNA production, and protecting the

body from damage from free radicals. Foods rich with selenium are: Brazil nuts,

tuna, halibut, sardines, ham, shrimp, beef steak, turkey, beef liver, chicken,

cottage cheese, brown long-grain rice, egg, whole-wheat bread, baked beans,

oatmeal, 1% milk, plain yogurt, lentils, spinach, cashew nuts, green peas,

banana, potatoes, peach, carrots, and lettuce.

SELENIUM

Some popular herbal remedies to help boost immune system include:

Astragulus, Echinacea, Elderberry, and Lomatium. Please follow the labels for

dosage recommendations. Consult your physician if you are taking any

medications as some herbs may interact with the medications.

HERBS
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Immune
Boosters
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The strength of your immune system is the most significant

determinant of whether or not you get sick from COVID-19 or any

other cold or flu virus. Below is a unique immune boosting protocol

that can help to boost your immune system. This 2-week protocol has

specially formulated vitamins and nutrients that I would recommend

to help support your immune system during this pandemic.
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SBN CC Curcumin Complex 360- 6 per day

Lauricidin- 2 scoops per day

Vitamin D- 1 every other day

Zinc Chelate- ½ every day for one week, then ½ every other day for the

second week

SBN CC Curcumin Complex 360- 12 per day

Lauricidin- 4 scoops per day

Vitamin D- 1 every day

Zinc Chelate- 1 every day for one week, then 1 every other day for the second

week

 

Please send me an email if interested in purchasing these following supplements

and if you have any additional questions.

 

For preventative measures (if you are not showing any signs or symptoms of an

illness:

 

For acute measure (if you are showing signs or symptoms of an illness:

 

 

In addition to the protocol above, I also recommend the Sovereign Silver Spray

which helps to boost the immune system and is great for respiratory viruses and

bacteria. This can be purchased on Amazon. My recommended dosage is 2-3

sprays in each nostril while inhaling deeply, tip head back for a minute or two,

and repeat 3-4 times a day during crisis.
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Other important things to remember!

 

1. Your body needs at least 6-8 hours of good quality sleep. Maintain a regular

bedtime schedule. Avoid all electronic devices and exercising before bedtime.

Drink some warm water to calm your mind and body. Let go of the stress at

bedtime.

 

2. Maintain a regular eating schedule. Try to eat 6-8 small meals per day. In

addition to eating a variety of healthy foods, taking a good probiotic is

important to maintain a healthy gut system. Avoid all processed foods, fatty

and greasy foods, junk foods, sugar, soda, artificial sweeteners, caffeine, and

gluten. These lack nutrients and will destroy your gut flora leaving you more

susceptible to infection and microbial invasions. Your immune system is in your

gut. “The best defense is a good offense.” Be proactive and not reactive when

it comes to your health.

 

3. Drink at least 8 cups of clean pure water. Your body needs to be hydrated in

order to help with many bodily processes and to maintain a healthy immune

system.

 

4. Keep stress in check. Spend a few minutes a day with meditation, yoga, and

any other activities that help to relieve stress for you.

 

5. Do acupressure points to boost your immune system (Refer to the

Acupressure Points to Boost Immune System section).

 

6. Practice deep breathing techniques (refer to the Exercises/Stretches

Guidelines).

 

7. Consider buying an air purifier to help cleanse the air you breathe at home

everyday.

 

8. Laugh everyday and do fun stuff :)
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Wishing you well,

Dr Irene Ma

*This Nutritional Guideline is for informational purposes only and is not meant

to replace the guidance of your licensed healthcare practitioner. Statements in

this guideline have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.

Information and products are meant for general use only and are not intended

to diagnose, cure, treat, or prevent any disease or provide medical advice.

Thank you!
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